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Cornwall City and Sea Exchange Report
Project overview
The inaugural City and Sea Exchange project was a great success in that it reached the aim of
educating young people in career opportunities in the maritime industry. The project also reached
the aim of promoting racial tolerance by breaking down racial and social barriers between young
people from rural and urban areas.
The success of the project was down to working with a diverse range of experts in the maritime
industry which provided young people with a very valuable and unique insight into the range of
career opportunities available.
Aim of this project
The UK has a great maritime history and today boasts the largest maritime sector in Europe. With
95% of the national imports done through shipping, the increased under water technological
advancement and the employment of hundreds of thousands of people, the programme set out
some essential aims to be achieved at the end. The fundamental ideas were to recruit a number of
young people, raise awareness and increase understanding of the sea, highlight the value of the
wider maritime sector and enable them to ensure the young people participate in a wide variety of
quality educational activities to be able to make an informed decision on whether it is an industry
they would consider pursuing a career in.
Who was involved?
In partnership with the Lizard Outreach Trust (LOT), the idea was to invite a group of young people
from Cornwall and recruit young people from Tower Hamlets who were genuinely interested in
learning about the maritime sector and pursuing a career in a related field. Consequently, 11 young
people from Cornwall and 12 young people from Tower Hamlets were bought together to learn
about the Maritime industry; achieving one of the organisational aims to promote racial tolerance
and enhance community relations. It was also important to carry out collaborative delivery of
sessions where possible and make links with other companies and organisations. This was done so
that there would be maximum learning opportunities possible for all the young people involved.
Project executed by:
Abdul Azim (Project Co-ordinator, THSU)
Emma Crouch (Support Worker, THSU)
Mags Ruttle (Funding and in-kind support, THSU)
Tony Roberts (Group Leader, LOT)
Russell King (Youth Worker, LOT)
Jacquie Pascoe (Support Worker, LOT)
Maggie Roberts (Trustee, LOT)
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Delivery Partners:
Many partners were involved in the delivery aspect of the project. Many of these were support in
kind, and many thanks to them for their efforts in making the experience worthwhile.
London
The Baltic Exchange
Berrymans Lace Mawer
BP
The Chamber of Shipping
Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust
Institute of Marine Engineering, Science and Technology (IMarEST)
Lloyd’s of London
Merchant Navy Training Board
National Maritime Museum (Greenwich)
National Oceanography Centre
Sea Vision UK
Society for Underwater Technology (SUT)
VT Group
Watson, Farley & Williams
Cornwall
Coverack Watersports School
Rosuic Organic Farm
Shoresurf Surf School
Coverack Gig club
Funders:
The following funders made the project happen. Without their donation and generosity, the project
could not have been possible.
Associated British Ports Holdings plc
The Baltic Exchange
Cornwall Marine Network
Lloyd’s of London
The Worshipful Company of Shipwrights’
Recruitment
Young people were invited to apply for the course through the Tower Hamlets Summer University
course brochure and website. Approximately 36 young people who actually applied for the 12 places
available in London. To ensure young people were genuinely interested in the subject area and to
reduce any risk of drop-outs, young people were expected to:
1. Attend an interview at the offices of THSU and answer a series of questions
2. Write a short essay answering the following question: “How will this Maritime experience
benefit you and what do you hope to gain from it?”
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3. After shortlist, attend a group meeting to draw up ground rules
rules and fill in medical consent
forms etc.
4. Provide a deposit of £20 (which is refundable upon completion of the programme)
Unlike Tower Hamlets Summer University, the Lizard Outreach Trust does nott have access to young
people in such large numbers and so they
they recruited participants by visiting local schools. They too
followed a similar procedure of meeting the young people and asking them to write up a short essay
to qualify for selection onto the programme. Altogether, 23 young people took
t
part in the
programme.

Gender breakdown

Age breakdown
3

15

1
9

7

Male
Female

14

16
17

6

18
6

19

Ethnicity breakdown
5

3

Oriental
White British

1
1

White european
13

Black
Asian

The Programme
The programme consisted of 10 days of intense educational activities – 5 days in London and 5 days
in Cornwall.
Day 1: The first day involved the young people arriving from Cornwall to London. They were greeted
by representatives from Tower Hamlets at Paddington. Lots of learning already took place when the
young people travelled by London Underground and experienced the vibe of busy city life during
rush hour.
They stayed at the Queen Mary,
Mary University of London (QMUL) student halls, which consisted of
individual dormitories. There were many reasons why QMUL was chosen. The accommodation was:
was
1. Cost effective; 2. In close
lose proximity to the venues and location of activities; 3. Very good quality
qualit
and clean; 4. Good security and safe courtyards; and 5. Young people got a chance to get a feel for
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living away from home when in higher education. One young person mentioned he will consider
living away from home, using this experience in staying at a university campus to help make a
decision about his future.
Day 2: This day commenced at the Chambers of Shipping in the City of London. Before they arrived
at the destination both parties met each other at the THSU offices. For the first time they walked to
the Chambers of shipping to begin their journey into the Maritime field.
Presentations were delivered by many companies, with Sea Vision starting1 the day off. After
exploring the overview, young people explored the different jobs available in the Maritime sector
facilitated by the Baltic Exchange. This was quite interactive and young people got a feel of the
hundreds of different roles played to keep the industry going.
The Wildlife Trust then gave an insight into the environmental issues relating to the sea and on shore
and the impacts of human carelessness. They explored the different campaigns of climate issues and
how wildlife is essential to a healthy environment for human beings, they learnt how the Trust
campaigns for better protection of precious wildlife and habitats. Other companies made
presentations on business services available, and the engineering, scientific and technological a
aspects of the Maritime sector.
The Merchant Navy Training Board presented educational and career related resources in the field
and held a question and answer session with all representatives. After Lunch, the young people took
part in a speed dating session, where in small groups
they were able to go around and ask questions to
the industry professionals.
The most thrilling part of the day was when small
groups of young people chose an aspect of a career
in the maritime sector and promoted it to the rest of
the group by preparing and delivering a 5mins
presentation. By the end of the day, they became
novice experts in the world of maritime!
In the evening, in order to catalyse the relationships, the entire group went out tenpin bowling
where they were able to mix with each other and the Cornish group learnt more about life in the city
whilst the Tower Hamlets young people learned about the life in rural Britain.
The Cornish group were taken to dinner after bowling where they were able to reflect on the days
learning. They went to an Indian restaurant near Canary Wharf where they got a feel of the rich
cultural diversity and fusion in East of London.
Just as they thought the day was ending, I took them on a long walk around the Isle of Dogs and
explored with them the maritime history in the East End in relation to shipping, import and export.
The area that was covered was much of the Canary Wharf estate and it’s near vicinities. Lots of
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learning took place in this session and the young people were so eager to discover more about the
East End that it was 11:45pm before I could send them home.
Day 3: During the morning period, the group was taken to Lloyd’s of London (Picture) where
representatives from the insurance market
gave a series of presentations around the
history of Lloyd’s, its current form, its purpose,
and its future.
In general, young people have a very slim
chance of getting into prestigious buildings
such as Lloyd’s of London, and they were quite
privileged on this occasion to be able to get in.
One young person from rural Cornwall had
never used a lift!
Young people at One Lime Street - All smart and excited! ↑
Brokers and underwriters attended throughout
the day and gave their life experience on how they landed themselves in the industry and how they
find the financial market. They specifically tailored it to Maritime insurance which was very
beneficial to the young people concentrating on this sector. Participants and staff were taken on a
building tour and everyone was privileged enough to be walking amongst the insurers and brokers
on the actual trading floor. This was a very inspirational visit for all; some individuals expressed real
interest in the insurance side and will look at careers in the field and how to tap into possible ways
of getting in.

Summer Uni Showcase
The Summer Uni Showcase located at the Rich Mix Cultural Centre, is the annual showcase
displaying young people’s work from THSU summer courses. The whole group attended the
showcase which was a great way of getting the young people from Cornwall exposed to the rich
diversity in our youth community and demonstrating achievements THSU made during the summer
programme, of which they are part of. It was a really interactive event attended by 200 young
people from across Tower Hamlets.
Day 4:
A visit to the Greenwich Maritime Museum was really fun. Our contact in the museum set up an
entire morning of informative sessions. Travelling by
public transport, the group was welcomed by a
representative and received a tour of the ‘Your Ocean’
gallery. They explored the history and modern day
usage of Navigational Instruments. Then they looked
at the history of shipping and series of artefacts
associated with the Maritime industry.
The group then looked at Modern Sea Exploration
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delivered by the National Oceanography Centre and finally got to spend some free time to explore
the Museum for themselves.
Greenwich contains the Cutty Sark and the young people were familiar with the tragic fire that
damaged the site. The Cutty Sark has a lot of history in shipping and the young people got to see
firsthand the work carried out to restore the famous ship. From there, they moved to commuting to
Waterloo by riverboat. On the journey, they were able to see how the Maritime life came into
London and noticed many of the warehouses used in shipping. A combination of the boat trip and a
session on the famous London Eye gave them a real feel of the objective of the exchange, and how
the city life combines with the history of shipping in the East End.
In the evening, the Tower Hamlets young people felt a send off party was necessary to celebrate the
achievements they had all gained in very little time. In collaboration with our Summer Uni Peer
Motivators (Volunteers) a party was arranged. This was highly rated for being the most enjoyable
time for both parties.
Day 5: The Cornish group left London to go back home to Cornwall. Internally, staff did some more
last minute planning ahead of next day’s journey.
Day 6: All young people turned up at the THSU offices before staff did. This proved the seriousness
and respect they have for the cause of the project and a trust was officially built between the
participants and staff.
Lots of discussion and reflection over the recent days was made on the journey from Paddington to
Truro. Eventually the group arrived in Truro and was greeted by representatives from the Lizard
Outreach Trust. After travelling to the youth hostel, the group received a tour around Coverack
beach and ate supper. A small group session was then conducted to implement ground rules for the
week.
Day 7: Bright and early, the group was first taken out to explore the Coverack area, which included a
long walk. Walking through coastal footpaths the
group looked at the natural coastal erosion and
sea levels and the wildlife which inhabits the
coastal habitats.
The afternoon was spent windsurfing,
snorkeling, kayaking and wake boarding, at
Coverack windsurfing school. These activities
were used to explore the leisure side of the
maritime industry and develop skills in the above
mentioned adventurous water sports.
Day 8:
The group went for a tour around Lizard Point, Kaynance Cove, Mullion Cove, Goon Hilly and other
cultural destinations. They explored the shipping history in Cornwall and could see ships
importing/exporting goods out at sea.
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They travelled to Rosuick Organic Farm situated near Lizards Point. Rosuick is situated in its own
picturesque vally in an area of outstanding natural
beauty. The group explored costal farming, where
organic produce and the simplicity of farming on the
coast is at its best. Rosuick even have camels that
were imported from Africa by ship.
They also looked at woodwork and explored the
build of houses made with a combination of
substances including manure. Young people enjoyed
their time here and were well educated in costal
farming and other subjects too!
In the evening, the group went to a gig club who are quite famous in the region. Located in
Porthalstock, all participants helped them carry the gig to the shore and two young people were
taken for a ride aboard the gig offshore. The sea was very choppy and informally it was judged not
safe to continue with the original plan of each person present having a go.
Day 9: The last day of activities was the one the young people were looking forward the most. All the
young people took part in the surfing sessions and then tried to develop their skills by practicing and
challenging themselves in the sea. Lots of teamwork was involved where the locals were familiar
with the sport and the guys from the city weren’t at all! They enjoyed a barbecue lunch and by the
end of the day they were really good at surfing.
After Surfing, the entire group travelled to
St. Ives. This ancient fishing town has lots of
restaurants and is more commercial than
most parts of Cornwall. Young people were
able to purchase souvenirs and explore the
real tourism side of Cornwall, where local
businesses rely on tourism during the
summer months to survive until next year.
Day 10: The London group head back for home. It was emotional for all; the young people knew it
was the end of a very exhausting programme. They were all committed and worked very hard during
the exchange. The staff knew it was good for the project to be replicated next year.
Learning outcomes
It is always important to establish learning outcomes and let young people know about their
achievements. The following points are thought to sum-up their experience. These Learning
Outcomes will be placed on their THSU certificates:
1. Attended a session at the Lloyd’s of London and gained an excellent insight into the
insurance aspect of shipping
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2. Learned about the wildlife and conservation aspect of the Maritime sector by meeting with
Environmentalists and making a visit to the Maritime Museum in Greenwich
3. Met with people and took part in a ‘speed dating’ session with industry professionals,
including Sea vision UK, Imarest, Society of Underwater Technology, VT Group (Law Firm),
The Baltic Exchange and the Merchant Navy Training Board
4. Attended a residential expedition in Cornwall and participated in various educational and
adventure activities in the Maritime leisure industry
5. Gained knowledge and understanding of the Import and Export aspect of the Maritime
Industry including commercial shipping and coastal farming; all of these learning giving
participants a real insight into the extensive availability of job opportunities and entry routes
in the Maritime Sector
6. Learnt to interact, exchange ideas and work with students from a very different cultural
background and much more!
Conclusion & Recommendation
In conclusion, the Cornwall City and Sea Exchange was planned and executed very well. The young
people achieved what the project set out to do in raising awareness and increasing understanding of
the maritime sector. The young people participated in a huge number of activities associated with
the sector enabling them to be able to make informed decisions into whether they should take a
career route into this vast industry. Aspirations were raised and there were many talks about the
different career routes to employment in the field.
When planning next year’s exchange the following recommendations were suggested: it was
strongly felt that more insight into different careers available in Cornwall would have been more
useful (something similar to London’s itinery). Young people suggested that it would be great to
include a fishing trip, interviews with coastguards, fisherman and other maritime related
occupations, with a visit to Falmouth Docks and a tour around a ship.
The Cornish young people stated that they felt more free time in London would have been useful to
reflect on the days activities and they had felt too tired at some stages and this may have impacted
on their energy levels during some of the activities, although they said it did give them a greater
appreciation of the hectic lifestyle in the city!
Action
1. Liaise more with staff in Cornwall to tailor the itinery to suit the aims and objectives of the
project
2. Try and reduce cost where possible by substituting activities to more educational visits
3. Include the participation of youth ambassadors to determine the contents of the project
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The young people had a fantastic time, the staff had enjoyed the experience and lots of learning
took place amongst everyone. It is strongly recommended that the Cornwall City and Sea Exchange is
repeated again next year.
Abdul Azim
Business Development Co-ordinator
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Quotes
“This was a totally awesome trip and experience. Definitely recommend it. You learn a lot and you
meet fab people.” (Melanie Wong, participant aged 16)
“I really really enjoyed the experience. It’s
It helped me think about my career as I wanna
wan be a civil
engineer.” (Enam Hoque, participant aged 18)
“I thought I’d get lost in London, and I’ve never been in a lift.”
lift ” (Samantha Williams, participant aged
15)
“I never thought about any of these jobs that exist in the
t sea industry. I want a job in the insurance
market.”” (Abdul Tahir, participant aged 19)

Article

Last word – City and Sea Exchange Project
Wednesday 29 August 2007

As part of its continuing quest to revitalise interest and understanding of the importance of the sea and the
maritime sector, the UK Chamber of Shipping recently brought together 24 students as part of the Tower
Hamlets Summer University City and Sea Exchange Project. Some of them are pictured above. The innovative
project brings together
gether 12 young people from Tower Hamlets and 12 from Cornwall to focus on the maritime
sector.
The day’s activities at the Chamber included presentations about the entire maritime cluster from Sea Vision
UK (the maritime and maritime careers promotional campaign) as well as industry specific sessions led by
Jeremy Penn from the Baltic Exchange, James Goodyear from the VT Group and IMarEST, Ian Gallett from the
Society of Underwater Technology, Lisa Browning from the Wildlife Trusts, seafarer Ian Trebinski from the
Chamber of Shipping, technologist Christine Sams from BP, and maritime lawyers Martin Watson of Berrymans
Lace Mawer and Nigel Thomas of Watson, Farley and Williams.
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